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ABSTRACT
This paper examines conditions under which a given SISC
LTI control system is ptimal wIth respect to weighted
combinations of its sensitivity function and its complemen-
tary ssitivity function. The specific weighting functions
considered are defined in terms of the sensitivity and comple-
mentary sesitivity functions. We show that a large class of
practical controllers are in fact H-optinal, including typical
stable controllers.
1. INTRODUCTION.
This paper examines conditions under which a given SISO
control system is r-optimal with respect to weighted combi-
nations of its sensitivity function, S(s)=[l+GK(s)]f1, and its
complementary sensitivity fnction, T(s)=GK(s)l+GK(s)]-.
We are not interted in arbitary weighting functions, how-
ever, but in weighting functions whose magnitdes are the
inverses of IS(s)l and IT(s)I, respectively. Control systems
which are H-optimal with respect to these special weights
wil be called self-optimal.
The concept of self-opdmality is motivated by our desire to
determine whether the sensitivity and complementary sensi-
tivity functions of a given controller K obtained from, say,
classical SISO loop shaping techniques, could possibly be
improved upon, uniformly across frequency, by H opmiza-
don. Self-optimal controllers cannot be uniformly improved,
while othr can be uniformly improved. It mns out that a
large class of practical controllers are in the self-opimal
category. Thus, they cannot be improved at some frequencies
without incurring deteriorations elsewhere.
Our study also provides insights into certain properties Of ir
desips. It has been conjectred that HF opdmal control
designs generically produce unstable controllers. This is true,
for example, for pants with two or more RHP zeros optim-
ized for weighted sensitivity [ref.(7)]. In practical feedback
design, of course, one picks stable controllers whenever pos-
sible. Hence, the conjecture suggests that such designs are
subopdmal, though perhaps otherwise adequae. We show
with the concept of self-optimality that a large class of practi-
cal controllers ar in fact HF optmal, including typical stable
controllers.
We note that the self-optinal concept also applies to MIMO
systems, but ody for a very restictive clas of design prob-
lems. In general, the trade offs between sensitivity and com-
plemntary sensitivity in MIMO systems are not transparent,
see ref. (2) for example. In addition, not all important
MIMO control design issues for MIMO systems can be cap-
tred by simple specifications on ese two functions, ref. (5).
The paper is organized into four sections. Section 2 provides
a formal definition of the self-optmality proety and
presents the main results of the paper. These take the form
of simple pole-zero counting conditions (winding numbes)
applied to G and K, Section 3 shows several examples
which illustrate the results. Section 4 presents a proof of a
special case of a theorem, due to Helton ref. (4), which we
use to prove our main results.
2. MAIN RESULTS.
We begin by stating assumptions made on the plant G and
controller K,o which simplify our exposition.
[1] G is a given SISO LTI plant and K is a given SISO
LTI controller which internally stabilizes G under nega-
tive feedbacL
[2] G and K0 have no poles or zeros on the jo-axinclud-
ing c*. With niunor modifications to given G and K one
can meet this requirement.
[3] For technical reasons which will emerge as we prove
our results, assume that GK0 (Ic) . I for all co in
RU[{o} and that if GK0 has constant magnitude across
the jw-axis, ie. GK0(jco) = aU(jQw) where UtU = 1,
then G has at least one RHP pole or zer. This restric-
tion should not be seious since a desirable loop shape
for classical design rarely has constant magnitude.
Define weights
W1(s) =outer[ +GKO], W2(s) := outer[ +KGO]
Here the outer part of a proper rational function F with no
poles or zeros on the jw-axis is defined to be the unique
rational function F, with no poles or zers in the closed RHP
such that F;I = Fj on the jco-axis.
Define 'F, A, and e to be the weighted mixed sensitivity, the
weighted sensitivity, and ffie weighted complementary sensi-
tivity transfer functions respectively as shown in Figures 1, 2,
and 3 and given by
'F(K): [2GK
L1+GKJ
(1)
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A(K) := [W I @(K): [ 2 -JGKJj
The controller K0 is called self optimal for the mixed sensi-
tivity problem, or S&T-optimal, if and only if K0 is a solu-
tion to
I ifsupu[ (2)
where the infimum is taken over all intenally stabilizing con-
trollers. In other words, iMIL. = IIP(K0)IL. Define Ko to
be S-optimal or T-optimal analogously.
Denote the number of RHP poles of K1, by pi, the number of
RHP zeros of K0 by zA, the number of RHP poles of G by p5,
and number of RPH zeros of G by z*. Define the quantity n
to be the number of RBP roots of the polynomial
num(GKR) - den(GK) , where num(GKO) and den(GKO) are
the numerator and denominator polynomials of GKR (assumed
to have no common factors).
Our main results are the following.
Theorem 1. For GKO with assumptions [1], [2], and [3],
K0 is S&T-optimal if and only if
n > Zk+NP (3)
Theorem 2. For GKo with assumptions [1] and [21, Ko is
S-optimal if and only if
7g > Pk (4)
Theorem 3. For GKo with assumptions [1] and [2], K0 is
T-optimal if and only if
Pg > tk. (5)
We use Helton's result [ref(4), Theorem 4.1] to prove
Theorem's 1, 2, and 3. The key idea is that determination of
S&T-optimality, S-optimality or T-optimality for a con-
troller Ko can be reduced to detemination of the winding
number of a mal rational function.
We now briefly describe Helton's result
Let r := r(co,$) be a positive real valued function of a real
variable co and a complex variable 0. Let si and ay for
i= 1,2,...r and j= 1,2,..m be points in fte open RHP.
Define the interpolation set E to be the set of all functions f
analytic and bounded in the RHBP and satisfying given inter-
polation conditions of the form
f(sd = ail, df(si) = a e . o(s =
for i =,2,..r. Suppose the objective is to find
y = insup R(wJftw)). (6)
Assume that the performance measure r has sublevel sets
which are disks and (6) has the propty tht an optimum fo
must make r(cowJco)) constant in co. Then
Theorem 4 [ref (4), Theorem 4.11 Suppose r(,0) is
continuously differentiable in 0 for all X e [-an,oo]. Sup-
posec* O forall . Then f0 is alocal
optimum for (6) over E if and only if
(i) r(cc,f0wjc)) is constant in Xc
(ii) The winding number of (O(jx3) is strictly
greater than minus the number of interpolating con-
straints defining E (counting multiplicity).
We now give a proof of Theorem 1. The proofs of Theorem
2 and Theorem 3 are similar, and so omited.
A controller K solving (2) will also mziimize the magnitude
squared of v given by
ijr(co,K)jL.:= (7)
Iw*GK w.
ijfMsZW[ GRWW---+W;I--]W.-Gh-ix iM Wt1lI+ Kj WIl+GK Ll+GKJ 21+GKf
As discussed in ref. (8),K internally stabilizesG if and only
if e sesitivity function S:- belongs to RR and
I + GK
satisfies the interpolaton constraints
(S- 1) = NU, and S = MV,
where N, U, M, V, are in RH' and NM1 is a coprime factor-
izadon of G.
The optimization of r over all stabilizing controllers is thus
equivalent to the optmization of r over the set E of all
S e RH' which satisfy the interpolation constraints
S(z) = 1
S(pj) = 0
for every zi a RHP zero of G
for evety pj a RHP pole of G.
As is well known, in the case of repeaWi roots one also hasinterpolation conditions on derivatives of S.
Rewriting (7) as a function of S we obtain
if IW(cos)IL:= infs W WS+W*(l W2(1-4 (8
We will apply Theorem 4 to the problem as expressed in (8).
First we verify that r((oS) has the following properties:
1. r is continuous in co. r is a quadratic function of S with
no explicit dependence on co.
2. r is real valued and non-negative on the jco-axis. This can
be seen by noting that it is the square of the magnitude of
'VQw).
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3. r(o(jw)) is constant across frequencies, where
SO := 1+GKo . One may check that WIS0 and W2(1-S0) are
allpass, so that r(w,SO(jw)) has the value 2 across the jo>
ax's.
4. r is continuously differentiable in S for all w e [-n,+oo].
F is a quadratic, non-analytic, real valued function of the
complex variables S and S*. The paial derivative of r with
respect to S is
ar (i,wS)= WlsW + W2
= mi Ri 1xXrERLIl R2 11 I RI?l (17)
Therefore, at each hequecme IR2L is the minimum value of
IF over all K e RL, and so
1IR21i = Min IIL..SeALt (18)
Computation of (18) amounts to a frequency by frequency
minimization over S e C. The optimal S can be found by
solving
(9)
5. arS (,,,S) is nonvanishing, real rational, and given by
ar Il-2S5
as-(co,So) = S~( - (10)
To derive (10) from (9) we note that
1w1 - StS and W2W2 ( -S-)(lS-) (11)
6. 1 is consta across frequencies at its optimwn. To se
this we reformulate the mixed ssitivity opmization
problem given in (2) as a general distance problem following
ref. (1), (3), and (6). First we note that the set of all inter-
nally stabilizing proper controllers is given by
{K rr = (UO-MQ)(VO+NQ)fl QeRRH and VO+NQ 0 at o}
where U0V'- is acoprime factorization of K0 and NM-1 is a
coprime factorization of G with N, M, VO, UO e RH. Given
K e RL , one can find RL7 functions R1 and R2 such that at
each frequency w
Thus
'(K)*'(K) = [(Rj - Q) R2] Lv2]
:itlr(K)IL = id R Q1Q2RrII
In ref. (1), (3), and (6) it is shown that if
1tR21L n Q,
ten Q Tinin'zng (I13) solves
ar = ar = o
as as* for S e C.
One may verify that the minimum value for r is given by
S = S, where
Ww2_W2
=W.4IWI + W2W2 G*KG + r (19)
Thereforre the minimization of (18) is achieved at
A W14W2 GK,+ GK,r(S) = W1W1I W2 G=K GRo
W;1WI + W2*W2 GK,,GKout 1
To show that (14) holds we verify that F(S) c 9 at all fre-
quencies. We note from (19) that S is a real valued function
of jow. Hence if S e RW, then S must be a constant Hence
GKo = cU where U = 1L ThusS= 21 .For S to be
a2
in E, it must satisfy interpolation conditions since by assump-
tion [3] G has at least one RHP pole or zero. Therefore S
must be identically 1 or 0. This implies dat a =O or o.
This is a contradiction. Tberefore S is not in the set E.
Because S is unique, the optimal S e E for (8) must result in
a strictly larger norm for r.
(12) 7. The sublevel sets of r are disks. One may verify that the
set of al S e C such that
r(cw,S) = WC*s*W1s+W*(l-S)*W2(1-S) < p for p > y
are in a disk centered at S.
(13)
(14)
min II(R1-Q)(9-4R;R2)IL = min 11(R1(i24R;R2)E½QL = 1.QeRHr& i
A standard result is that the ninimizing Q makes
[R1(924R2)-½ - Q] ailpass. At each frequency then
(R1 - Q)*(R1 - Q)(- RR2 = 1, (15)
and so
(R1- Q)*(R1- Q)+R;R2 = 9. (16)
Therefore at its optimum, r has the value 9 at every fre-
quency if (14) holds.
We observe that
By Theorem 4, S0is an optimum if and only if
winding # [aS- ((oS) > -pg - zg. (20)
For computing the winding number of a- (Wo4 ) we rewrite
(10) in tems of the plant and controller
ar
'so' =
(den(GKO) + nwn(GKd)(num(GKd - den(GK,))
den(GKO)nwm(GKO)
(21)
The winding number of asr(ohS) can now be assesed by
counting the RHP poles and zeros of (21). We know ta the
polynomial den(GKO) + nun(GK0) has no RHP roots because
of our closed loop stability assumption. Let the number of
REP roots of num(GK0) - den(GK0) be n as before. The
number of RHP roots of den(GK,)nwn(GK,) is the count of
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RHP poles and zeros of GK, Then
winxng [a(rSj n -(Pft + * + t .
Therefore is optimal for r if and only if (3) holds.
3. EXAMPLES.
We present ftree examples illustating our results.
Example 1.
GK0 = 1 (s+100) where G =A52 Ko 1100~(s+.01) s,+.01 10 0
By Tems 2 and 3,K0i is not S-opmal or T-optmal
because z= p = 0. This conclusion agres with the fact
that the Ir imal vaiues of A and e are 0 for stable,
miinimum phase, LIT plants. However, n = 1, so 4o is
S&T-optimal. Therefore no K exists for which the mixed
sensitivity, IF, would be improved at every frequency.
Example 2.
GK =00(s-100)(s + .2)(s -50)
'100 s -.01)(s + 50)(s - .2)
where G = I (s-l00)(s+.2) Ko -_ (O100 (s-.01)(s+50)' 0 (s-.2)
Here z1 =p za = pk = 1, so K0 is neither S-opdmal
nor T-iman. K, is not S&T-optimal eiher since n = 1.
Performing r optimization for the weighted mixed sensi-
tivity design 'I we found the suboptimal contror
-.5s - 38
s + .05
With this controller, the nonn of T is appoximately 1.223,
whereas with K,, the norm of F is a tely 1.414. The
r odmal normfor ' is about 1.8. figure 4 we show a
compaiso of the unweighted sensitivity and complementary
sensitivity functions for the nominal and improved design.
Example 3.
GK 1 (s - 100)(s - 50)(s + .2)
oA0= 100 (s-.0 1)(s-.2)(s + 50)
where ~ = (s-lOOXs-50) K -(s+.,2)whe O:G 10 (-.01)(s-.2) Ko (s+50)"
Although we have the same loop shape as in example 2, in
example 3 z = p = 2 and zk = pt = 0. Therefore Kis ma
-optimal 4 is also S&T-optimal since
n = 1. The loop shape GK, crosses over at 1 rad/sc with a
- slope. The gain margtns are -13.45 dB and 30.27 dB.
The phase mar is 63.94 dgrees. Te closed loop poles
have damping > .88 .
In examples I and 3 we have weighted mixed sensitivity
problems whose Hr opimal contllers ar low order, stable,
andmi um phase. In example 3 it is interresting to note
that one obtins the same contoller, namely K from per-
forming weighted sensitivi'ty,weighted:cmplentay sensi-
tivity, or mixed sensitivity .optmizato.
4. PROOF OF A SPECIL CASE OF THEOREM 4.
We prove the following special ce of Helton's result [rf.(4), Theorem 4.1] which applies dirctly to our problem.
Assume ta r is as given i (8) and our assumpions [1],
[2], and [3] hold.
Lemma L is optimal for r if and only if
wnding #1.g(W >So)j > zg * pg).
Proof of Lemma 1:
r has a unique minimum (local and global) over all S e E.
Therefore, consider the variable S = S. + ez where e lR
and z e RHft The Taylor Series for F about SO is
r(s) = r(s0war(woS)(ez)+44(scoS)(ez)+( higher terms).
For r(S) to be optima, whem s , it is necesy that
r(S) c r(S0) at every frequency io and thatr(S) be fiat
across frequencies as was discussed in section 2, We note
that
a3r ar far 1
as (aSOXez) as. (c (e- = 2 real TS(eddz
Hence, if a direction z can be found so that - (O,SO)Zas
stays withing the RBP, ie. is positive definite for all jwo, we
can find e smal enough so ta
r(So+ ez) < r(so)
for aU jro If no such z can be found, (S) sthe global
minimum. To be positive definite for allR j, - ar (CO) Z
must have a winding number of zero. - ar (S) z is a real
rational function and so its winding number is the number of
its RHP zeros minus the number of its RHP poles.
Because the sensitvity function S,, + ez must be in E, the
parameter z must be zero at all the interpolating points given
by the locations of the right half plane poles and zeros of the
plant G. Rewrite z as z = h, where h RRand e RH°'
is allpass with zpros at all the interpolating points and
nowhere else. If dy (o>So has at least as many RHP poles
as RHP zeros, an h can be found to cancel the excess RUP
plOt and remove enough phase at each frequency to keep
- (w.S0) h in the RHP. One may refer back to section 2as
for the derivation of the winding number of ar-(S. For
ar as
as (coS0)z to be positive definite, we must have
winding # (wSo0)] = nf7Pg+zg+zt+Pt) > (Pg+Zg).
We note ta the reult of Lemma 1 can be shown for the
norm squared of A, and for the norm squared of 0, m ffie
same manner at we have shown it for r.
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NOTATION.
RHP =the open right half plane := {s e C: Re(s) >0}.
= the essenty bounded functions on jR
"
= the functions in L which admit an alytic exten-
sion to the RHP.
RL = the real rational functions in L.
RH' = the real rational functions in H.
SISO = Single Input Single Output.
MMO = Multiple Input Multiple Output.
LTI = Linar Tune Invaiant
M(A) = the maximum singular value of the matrix A
Figure 1 The Weighted Mixed Sensitivity Problem
u
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Figure 2 The Weighted Sensitivity Problem
y
Figure 3 The Weighted Complementary
Sensitvity Problem
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Figure 4 Sensitivity and Complementary Sensitivity
for the Designs in Example 2
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